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Monday. Tuesday. Wednesday. How easily we pass over them, eyes set eagerly on
Easter Sunday. Or anticipating Thursday’s opening of the Triduum.

Our first half of Holy Week probably looks a lot like yours. Work. School. Kids.
Meetings. Chores. Bills. The lackluster pregame show before the big kickoff. The
forgettable prelude before the fanfare. The ordinary before the extraordinary. 

But the church’s calendar claims these three are holy, too.

The earliest days of the holiest week are in-between: not quite Lent, not quite
Easter. It is a time of anticipating what is right around the corner, practically within
reach. We are almost there.

The Main Event looms large on the horizon. All signs point toward its arrival, but the
journey here has been so long—can it really be coming?

Ahead of us lies both pain and joy, suffering and peace. How can we possibly
prepare for all that? How can we hold all this tension at once?

These are the last days. They matter. Soon we will remember how everything
changes.

Like Holy Week’s emotional extremes, the end of the third trimester of
pregnancy swings wildly: something to celebrate, something to endure, something
to savor, something to push through. Both quiet and flurry, both calm and storm.
Each day adding to our anticipation. The eagerness of almost, the frustration of not-
yet. 

My mental countdown clicks steadily. Five more midwife appointments. Five more
prenatal yoga classes. Five more weeks to finish all those pressing work
projects. Each Saturday the nesting instinct kicks in with greater intensity. Scribbled 
To Do Before Baby! list in hand, I clean out closets and drawers, watch the boys
build the crib with their father, wash baby blankets and fold diapers in neat stacks.
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Every friend and stranger I meet asks how much longer I have left. Around us bubble
joy and anticipation. A growing readiness to be done. An impatience to discover
what (and who!) comes next.

I wonder. Have I done enough? Yes. And no. Like Lent, this journey of expectation is
always bigger than me, beyond my personal penances, my tries and fails, my
awareness of my own limits. I am carried by forces greater than my own.

And a calendar that presses ever onward, oblivious to the emotions with which I fill
the hours.

I wonder how to honor this time rather than race too fast towards the end goal. How
to see the holiness of Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday in turn.

I love Thursday, I lean into Friday, I learn from Saturday, I leap into Sunday. But right
now are the days before. The days that ask me to pause.

These neglected early days of Holy Week are a different kind of preparation from the
Lent that preceded. More immediate. Here and not-here. Upon us, yet still beyond
our grasp. The mystery of the middle time, when we think we know what awaits us
(all the Easters have we been through before), when we remember that we can
always be surprised (each year bringing its own gifts).

Do I remember to reverence these almost-days, these overlooked ordinaries?

The Celts spoke of thin places, spaces and moments when heaven and earth seem
to touch, only the slightest trace separating their realities. Perhaps Holy Week is a
small hole through which we peer into the deepest mysteries of the life of God. We
could never understand all that it contains. But each year we might nudge a little
closer, if we try, to imagine what its truth might mean for our lives.

I watch and wait in this almost-time. It could be long weeks till everything changes;
it could be mere days. But God is here, too.

And it is not only Easter morning that makes it so. Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday. All
the ordinary days matter, too.
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